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Gallery 3: St. Wilfrid’s (left wall) and Didsbury CofE (far wall)



St. Wilfrid’s Nursery

In Nursery, we have been ‘pop artists’ like 

Andy Warhol. We chose a piece of fruit 

then we carried out observational 

drawings and coloured them using bright 

oil pastels. We then chose a different 

bright colour to sponge our backgrounds. 

We love the way it makes our fruit pop out!

Title of work: FRUITS OF THE POP

Alma Fernandez Alonso (top left)
Gurshan Singh (bottom left)

Catherine Allcock (bottom right)
Mysa Hanson(top right)



St. Wilfrid’s CE ,Years 5 & 6

• In Years 5 & 6 we have been learning 

about the art produced by the Bauhaus 

movement that started in the early 20th

century in Germany. We specifically 

looked at the the work of Paul Klee. We 

created our own abstract art based on 

his painting ‘Park Near Lu’ from 1938.

• We used a mixture of acrylic paint and 

pastels to create our own versions of his 

abstract forms and lines.



St. Wilfrid’s, Years 5 & 6

Macy Smith Madison Hamlin Rylie Ashcroft Joshua Corser



Macy Smith Madison Hamlin



Rylie Ashcroft Joshua Corser



West Didsbury CE, Year 4



West Didsbury CE, Year 4

Our artwork is inspired by the League of Nations and we thought 

about all the words and symbols that represented ‘peace’ to us. 

We also incorporated our vision of ‘belonging believing 

becoming’ based on Mark 4: 30-32 into our pieces.

“Jesus once told a story 

about a tree that grew 

from the smallest of seeds. 

As it grew larger and larger, 

the birds of the air were 

attracted to the shade and 

made nests in its many 

branches.” Mark 4: 3-32



West Didsbury CE, Year 4

Year 4 pupils used a range of media to create 

a piece using collage as a technique. They 

used brusho, and text on paper to create 

striking images to enhance their symbols of 

peace that they designed. They used PVA glue 

to create a shiny effect that blended the words 

to the background.



Dove of Peace by Bianca Pearlin Frankio Charles



Poppies of Peace by Suleiman Hayat



We used a range of media… 
using collage as a technique



Heart of Kindness by Defne Errol

All Works of Love are Works of Peace



World Peace by Theo Seed



Belonging, Believing, Becoming by Elmiqdad Elsheikh



Gallery 3: Didsbury CE, Year 5



Didsbury CE, 
Year 5

Year 5 are displaying pastel 
and watercolour pictures of 
rivers and mountains. These 
pictures have been inspired by 
their Geography topic work, 
Rivers, Mountains and Maps, 
and poems they have written 
in their English lessons. To 
create these pictures, the 
children studied perspective in 
art and learned how to create 
a background, middle ground 
and foreground in landscapes. ‘Sunset’ by Olivia



Didsbury CE, Year 5

‘Drifting Away’ by Alfie ‘Rainy Day’ by Olivia



Didsbury CE, Year 5

‘Towering Mountains’ by Bethany ‘Mountains’ by Gideon



Didsbury CE, Year 5

‘Rushing By’ by Sofia



Didsbury CE, Year 5

‘Amazing Horizon’ by Katie ‘Sunset’ by Olivia



Didsbury CE, Year 5

‘Towering Mountains’ by Isla ‘Towering Mountains’ by Lucius



Didsbury CE, Year 5‘A River’s Journey’ 

by Olivia, Ruby & 

Summah

‘River’s Wish’ 

by Hanna Nawaz

‘A River’s Adventure’

By Sam Shearer



‘River’s Wish’ by Hanna Nawaz
The river’s small 

but bigger than a ball.

The river goes down deep

with little treasures it wants to keep

But that can only happen 

every ten thousand years

and no more cheers and beers

Be the river’s friend 

and please don’t make it end.

The river’s got quite a journey 

to live in Germany.

His dream is to travel the world,

every 

stick and stone

And he won’t need to pay a loan 

Not even a bone.

Through valley and hill

He twists and he turns

But never is still.

Now it’s time to tell

But please don’t yell

The river is always dejected

and is rejected

for his number one wish

never comes true

To walk on land 

And to be like you.



‘A River’s Adventure’ 
by Sam Shearer
As the river comes into view 
and the tiny pebbles arrive, 
he energetically erodes the 
rocks, as he goes down to 

the sea.

d i v e 

Splishing, sloshing, falling 
from the top of the almighty 
drop, he dives down deep 

into a massive belly

s l o p

Weaving through the 
smooth pebbles and rocks, 

he swallows up the twigs  
and leaves that float within 

his path,

as he sprints down on his 
humongous knees.   

Unwaveringly, the emerald 
green river drifts into the 

unknown 

then suddenly it slows with a 
big turn of tone and the 

swampy green river 
switched into a

S p l a s h 

As it rumbles and tumbles 
and breaks with a

C R A S H



‘A River’s Journey’ 
by Olivia, Ruby & Summah

As the river starts his journey

nothing could be heard,

except the little tiny chirp

from, a mini mountain bird.

Then through the forest

His voice getting loud

Singing a lullaby

Making nature proud.

Now he’s in the valley meandering

Around a bend, as tributaries start

To join, trying to find a friend.

Over the waterfall now he goes

splish, 

splash, 

tumble, 

crash

Enthusiastic, wild, he’s no longer a 
child

His destination is getting near

the sounds of the sea is all he can 
hear

Getting ready to change his 
gear, the sea is near

what a wonderful sight,

The light in him shone very bright.


